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Melvin Delamente(February 23,1993)
 
Melvin Delamente born in Mangagoy, Bislig City in February 23,1993. His parents
named Alice and Arnold Delamente, he is the second to the last of the six
children. When he was 2 years old his father resigned to a work so his family
transferred and live to Guadalupe Esperanza Agusan Del Sur, Agusan Del Sur
Province. They are farming to support their family needs.
 
In the year 1999, his parents sent him to school at the age of 6 years old. He
started his study at Guadalupe Central National High School. He and his brothers
and sisters will across the Agusan River everyday with a boat in order for them to
reach the school.
They walked from house at 5am to 7am before they reached to school.
 
In the year 2001, he transferred to a school named Bahi Elementary School of
Bahi Barobo Surigao Del Sur, but he doesn't like the school, so after 2 months he
went back to Guadalupe and continue his study. He began to encourage himself
to join a sports from school so he started to join a football game named soccer,
he trained his self very well and it was his first sport in his life. His family always
suffer especially during the month of November to February because of the big
flood of Agusan River because in this month’s it's rainy days.. Their crops will lost
by the flood.
 
In the year 2003, his parents decided to build a business in Mangagoy Bislig City,
so they transferred and he continue his study until he graduated his intermediate
school, he graduated at Mangagoy South Elementary School.
 
In the year 2005 he started his secondary school in Agusan Del Sur National High
School of San Francisco Agusan Del Sur, province of Agusan Del Sur. This time
he was first year high school, he was leaving near the school. He was 13 years
old at this time he began to write a diary and poems, short stories based upon
his daily experiences. He joined sports from school, the Soccer Team, he focus
his training every day after the class in order to defeat their enemies. After the
few months he joined a club named Taekwondo and it became his favorite sport
in school.
 
In year 2007, he transferred to a school named Bayugan National
Comprehensive High School in Bayugan1 Agusan Del Sur, he was 3rd year high
school at this time, yet he was a transferee student but he became a president to
their classroom, he enjoyed his study even he's too busy to his appointments, he
continue his sports in this school and focus well so that he become a good player.
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In the year 2008 he transferred to Tabon Maximo Estrella National High School of
Mangagoy, Bislig City. He was 4th year at this time and graduated his secondary
school at the year of 2009 at the age of 16 years old.
 
He studied his Tertiary level at Saint Vincent De Paul Diocesan College of
Mangagoy, Bislig City with the course of Bachelor in Secondary Education. He
graduated in year 2013 with Proficiency award and most outstanding
Demonstrator. He passed the Licensure Examination (LET)    in year 2014. He
worked at Bayugan National Comprehensive High School, Agusan del Sur
Province, and lived at Tropical Villa Subdivision. In year 2016 he was hired to
teach in Senior High School at San Juan National High School, Barangay San
Juan, Bayugan City, Agusan Del Sur. This time he Continue writing poems,
instead of writing a diary, he write his daily experiences through a poem and
stories.
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“ Ashamed Moonlight ”
 
Away from the bright dark night,
Stay and have a close moon sight;
Roomy clouds tears falls hard,
Comfort you counting its beat par;
I lean the spurge taste flowers,
Heart whisper, beats like lovers.
 
Trees hold its branch though hold the period,
Wind hugs you and you feel secured;
Grant the air wants me to lean,
Say let me feel and go the rain;
The sea stays with sight far light,
I made a song and hold you tight.
 
Count the hours where the moon shows light,
I point the sky and it says you’re right;
When the love song played and makes me tread,
In the night no worried and someone lead;
A distant saw you slowly in pace,
Guarded you with the wind cold face.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“a Message To Stars”
 
Oh sandy stars of this night you showed;
My nova star I loved this nascent load,
May occupy all the space of this sky;
Even spores of earth you can sooth tie,
Your highness great we move up and see;
With crescent moon above as beautiful as thee.
 
Let my words appease to bright you most;
Strike those dark foe that makes you lose,
Shine my dear and let anyone love;
Tomorrow you’re not their but a sun who subs,
You fall but many wishes got;
You’ll die but some wishes grant.
 
Heard my message for you I give;
Encourage you not now but days,
Freeze this to your heart;
It’s been a year’s I’ll wait for our future’s best,
Error come we will help each other;
To move to other way and proceeds one another.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“angst Night”
 
Listening to my radio so loud this silence;
I worked tonight and things I gains,
Been dropped by birds its wings sounds;
Its wave strength flood the dark grounds,
Side by side I looked no one is there;
My eyes opened but its nightmare.
 
I’d stopped my work this cold midnight;
Still the fire lights this face near tight,
I wipe with water and junk to grasses;
View on the next and it’s the same masses.
 
I threw a stone to my favorite lake;
Your voice this night I always wait,
My second monthsarry to my special someone;
Yah I’m not in there to hug and kiss,
but in my heart forever you’ll still miss.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“behind The Night I Heard Whisper”
 
We walked through them like a Yule in the road,
The zone tree saw the water flows load;
We ventilate the relationship and I feel like I did,
Behind the times something I seen and I lead.
 
A railway aside the both of us lights,
A fabulous night whoever have might;
The time race as wanting a peace,
Say he loves and there’s no case.
 
The rain starts and I ride and go,
No feel rage to the night who saw;
I leave the night without usurp;
I take the time and have a sort.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“beyond Listening”
 
“Beyond listening”
(By: Melvin Delamente)  
 
 
 
 
There are many people who like music
It gives freedom of expression through music
Lovers have their own theme song
That will make us remember to one person
There are people who can’t tell their feelings
But they can express through singing.
 
Music makes our day complete
Especially when we can hear our favorite
Every people have their own likes
And every people have their own rights
Not all the time you are free of doing something
Every person has a limit of leaving.
 
There are a lot of deviant’s people in our society
They never think anything but to be happy
Many people who don’t have shelter and food to eat
But who cares? I never see people who solved it
There were no slaves when there is education
Education is the more important in our daily life.
 
Enjoy your life here on earth
And you can feel the fast beat of your heart
Maybe you slept in a long time
Wake up! And never think where you from
We born here on earth without bring anything
But God give us time to learn everything.
 
 
(February 16,2011- Wednesday)  
Dedicated to: People who lost their hope…
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Melvin Delamente
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“decision”
 
“Decision”
(By: Melvin Delamente) 
 
Tomorrow we don’t know where to go
Our life isn’t grow
Debate the truth,
Proceed to look;
The decision is yours;
The choice is yours.
 
Life time will pass
In a day of blast
Time will come
You’ll never warn;
Go to place
Where you belong;
And let the trees
Send you a leaves.
 
March 20,2011- Sunday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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“first Time I Meet You”
 
“first time I meet you”
(by: Melvin Delamente)    
 
 
 
 
 
Where i am?
I thought it was heaven
I step a cotton of happiness
And makes a ball of willingness.
 
My day was full of gold;
My shirt was wet of sweat
I can't move now
In a land that fertilized by love.
 
Imagining your beautiful face
When your not around;
Looking for another day
And hoping for a next meet of you.
 
(January 27,2011- Thursday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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“hard To Fall In Love”
 
“Hard to fall in love”
(By: Melvin Delamente)    
 
 
How do I forget her?
Every day she gets so near;
I feel I’m falling,
Like a stone that rolling;
I don’t know how to start,
This felling of my heart.
 
I’ll never expect we can be closed,
The days by I don’t know if I’m loose;
God give me this kind of feeling,
I can see her when I’m dreaming;
I don’t know how to express this feeling of mine,
When I saw her I feel like I’m a stone in line.
 
I think it is not right,
To fall in the first sight;
I realized that my heart doesn’t love to other,
To a girl that is different to others;
I loved the way she smile,
I see her even I’m in a mile.
 
I may not be the guy for her,
What ever happen I can still love her;
Whatever she is,
Whoever she is;
I love her, and it will never be mended anymore,
You suddenly came into my life; I’ll never forget you anymore.
 
 
(January 29,2011-saturday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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“how To Express”
 
“how to express”
(By: Melvin Delamente)  
 
 
 
I wonder why God gives me this kind of feeling
That it is useless if I can’t say it to her
There’s a memory that are still fresh in my mind
I know that what I see; is never what I get.
 
 
People think they know her; but they don’t
They say don’t make her love you but she’s all I’ve got
What I really like at the moment
Is to have a call for her name.
 
 
There is a plenty of time for that
Every one of us needs inspiration
It’s useless to have this kind of feeling
Which I don’t know how to express because of limitations.
 
 
(March 05,2011- Saturday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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“i Will Let You Go”
 
“I WILL LET YOU GO”
(by: Melvin Delamente) 
 
 
 
 
 
Letting go of a person is not easy
Especially when your life is pesky
Expecting that the person will be forever
That suddenly leaves you anywhere.
 
My sacrifices is not enough for you
I don’t know what to do
I spend more time on you
Now that you’re far, there’s someone on you.
 
Remember our happy moments
It will make you see the different
Remember our promises
We made it to fulfill it.
 
I thought I could count on you no matter what
I don’t care what you got
If you see he is the guy for you
I will let you go because I love you.
 
 
(February 11,2011-Friday) 
Dedicated to: Jane Bernaldez
                           X-girlfriend
 
Melvin Delamente
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“limitations”
 
“limitations”
(by: Melvin Delamente) 
 
 
Now I know how important is to have a limitation,
It is not bad to have a limitation;
It is good to have a time management,
For us to know what we are going to do.
 
We can see our parent’s greatest love,
If they will give us a time limit at night when we are not at home;
Every thing’s on earth have a limit of living,
It is right to have a respect to a person I loved.
 
I am thankful for the Father of a girl, whom I loved,
For him I learned many important things about limitations;
I spent my time for her so that she will know me,
But I don’t know if until now she knows me already.
 
I know her already, but she said she doesn’t know me yet,
I want to confess my love to her, but because of limitations;
I think it is not the right time to know her,
But it doesn’t matter on me; I can wait… even it’s impossible to come.
 
 
(February 26,2011)
 
Melvin Delamente
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“my Inspiration”
 
Every one of us needs inspiration
My inspiration is more powerful than yours
I can do all things that is impossible to you
I’ll make a way and all things I can do.
 
Morning shines as you always saw me
At night as cold as you always with me
My strength comes from yours
At challenges come I will face for you.
 
You’re my key to open my door
You’re my will to achieve my goal
So I don’t want to lose you
I will do everything to protect you.
 
You give me hope
-when all’s lost
Whatever happen I’ll be with you
Because I’m sure all things I can do
If you’re with me and I’m with you.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“my Life Is Nothing Without You”
 
“my life is nothing without you”
(by: Melvin Delamente) 
 
 
In my world there’s no light that will shine into my face,
Feel like I only live on earth without destination;
I lost my hope, and feel like I’m going to lose my faith,
Rain drops, like tears that fall from my eyes;
Moon and stars, is only I can see in the darkness of the night,
It is only an image on me that doesn’t have life.
 
Every time I will watch the sky,
And I will imagine that you are looking at me;
I remembered the happy moment we shared,
Those times that you are still alive on this world;
Our memories will be forever in my mind and heart,
Cause I can see your great love into my father’s heart.
 
Every time I will visit the farm I feel angst,
Because I can remember you’re suffering in this land to survive;
The dropp of your blood makes the land green,
And the sharp of your spears make the farm great;
Your trait is not important for me;
Because “my life is nothing without you”.
 
 
(February 16,2011- Wednesday) 
Dedicated to: Sopriano Delamente
                             Grand Father
 
Melvin Delamente
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“my Repentances”
 
God’s will for me to be born,
my fault why the future didn’t horn;
I failed not in this day but yesterday,
like I only believe but it is heresy;
 
A father saves me but not in his heart,
a fool sister who keep the secrets cart;
a nagger mother who can’t control her hand,
a youngest brother abuses his little brothers;
 
Until I die it will still remain,
the day came they will find my sweetest love;
someday  I  have my own family to be managed,
Not in this family whoever will hates.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“my Special Friend”
 
“My special friend”
(by: Melvin Delamente)   
 
 
Many times the ones we trust most are,
The ones who hurt us the most;
When trust is gone there is nothing left,
Just a sad and painful mess;
I heard her voice in the night,
I thought I could hold on to her tight.
 
She hurt me once,
She hurt me twice…
You can’t see it
But it’s there just the same,
Some think it’s a competition;
Some just a game.
 
A month of January there’s a person who suddenly came into my life,
And she is the one who release the pain of my heart;
She give me everything,
The comfort and the trust;
Behind pretty smiles;
And behind pretty eyes,
She carries her trials
And on no one she relies.
 
She’s all I’ve got,
I love her;
And I don’t want to hurt her.
She is my special friend
And I don’t want to waste her love for me;
I found the person who I can count on no matter what
No need for me to adjust
I am brave of what’s the trials will come…
 
(March 16,2011 – Wednesday) 
Dedicated to: Cherelie Bonsadan
                        'My Special Friend'
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Melvin Delamente
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“peace Talk”
 
Your man, my man,
Your blood, my blood;
Your souls, may be save of mine,
Not just a useless thing, but a useful one.
 
Protects us from the foe of hidden files,
Sacrifice yourselves above the little kites;
You just thinking you’re safe from your leaders deal,
The back of those smiles, a traitor’s sale.
 
These deaths caused a curious mind,
Leaders make the soldiers fool to his own interests;
This history will be forever in this country,
Reflect it to yourself and see the doomsday.
 
My dearest soldiers we’re thankful for you all,
You’re great for the youths that we opened our eyes;
Our tearful eyes we boost it for condolences,
Yet weakening heart will strong for greatness.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“pier Dinner”
 
We walked in street in our own town,
Leading through destination;
Better weather stands between day and night,
Hide the light and let the stars shine;
People around us don’t know about us,
So don’t be fear cause I’ll never leave.
 
I’ll keep this night memorable to us,
Soon we’re far you’ll miss me much;
This dinner to others I never did,
For you my first time pier dinner date.
 
Brought this feet to the pier of this place,
Hearts together beats fast as seas;
It makes me feel so happy and nice,
No one could change this memory of mine;
My first monthssary to my special someone,
I love this day so tired but fun.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“rain Drops Like Valentine”
 
Amazed the minutes of a reflected magazines,
cheerless leaves when September came’s;
dearly nights you came this things,
someone grant been simple keep;
mark my words variety of ways,
don’t make a doubt nor think a veil.
 
You’ll be my shirt I need so now,
keeping you to roof of my own heart veil;
hidden gift I found in this life,
and ties the valentine and did the right;
rain dropped too fast as sword that crash,
from clouds who blessings the man’s hearts.
 
Might remain this memory in the clouds space,
always pure whatever lovely deep seas;
great time I enjoyed the rain,
maybe tomorrow there’s no rain;
yet a little time we spent this night,
a coldness may warm if you’re in sight.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“to My Special Friend”
 
“to my special friend”
(by: Melvin Delamente) 
 
 
Hidden behind a smile there’s loneliness,
So painful, but I must express…
My heart played like a game of chess,
Vast emotions I can no longer suppress.
You give me hope
When I’m alone
You give me hope
When all’s lost.
 
The months pass and we grow stronger
When our days grow shorten and nights longer
Just know I’ll always be there for you
A place to cry somewhere for comfort and truth.
You listen
When I’ve got nothing to say
You laugh
Even my jokes are lame.
 
If you need a shoulder to lean on
And sometimes you feel that you can’t go on
I’ll be on your side to comfort you
I love you my friend,
In so many ways
In dark and dreary times we walk through them
Trusting not in our inner light and freedom
Cannot walk alone if we are together
Darkness ends when we all are tethered.
 
I want to know what you’re thinking
If you’re okay
I want to be able to enjoy my time with you
Remember all times laughing together,
Sharing secrets and hanging out
We always said friends forever,
And knew what each other was all about.
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(March 16,2011- Wednesday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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“trust Me As I Trust You”
 
Shake my hand, count the real
Romantic life for now I feel
A mate the old man and now you are
 
Yesterday I ran which from far
Temple dove against the hand
Fairly deal the moist land
 
My great trust no one can change;
I trust you high as long as range;
Bird trusts his wings so he never falls;
So, trust me too and you’ll never fail.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“you And My Companion”
 
Help me to search the guidance and truth;
Trust the roof of goodness of coat,
King of myself whoever will say:
God’s purposes are with you not today;
 
My companion will help you safe,
Not just a friend but like me who cares.
Flies and its companion helping its other;
Hideous friends appears wherever,
 
Soon as we’re here we never fail;
If somebody calls I’m in the air,
More times to come may days-may years;
Whatever challenges come I’ll face NO FEAR’s.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“you Came My Responsibility”
 
Just look me in the eye and you’re free to see,
Do what you want as you’re looking the deep blue sea;
Call my name and I’ll be there to soothe you,
I’m come from a mile and now I’m here to you;
Silence night never ever makes somber;
To a person who truly love and never change.
 
I saw the offing and I want to be there,
The day came like I go near and near;
You came, and I made a wane,
You accept me and I drive the wain;
I became strong for you as timber,
And I never feel even a little perjure.
 
We sat aside and came the ragged,
Everyday a mush like I always needed;
I’ll release yourself from precipice place,
Now we’re under and someday will raise;
As our province both far and now you will;
Myself for you and no one can tell.
 
Melvin Delamente
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“your Man”
 
Your man misses you even a little time you’ll meet;
Your man will care you whatever it is,
he will never hurt you as he promised;
a last love whoever don’t  believe,
mark his word no one can change it;
no one can competes his love for you.
 
Your man protects you from danger of life;
Your man respects you with whole of his life,
he tried to be responsible for you;
he boost all his love cause you’re deserving,
he will never waste your love;
it’s so hard to find a girl like you.
 
Your man loves you ‘til the end;
Your man never leaves until he dies,
he will help you when you’re having a problem;
And your partner in life of competition,
I’m your man not for a few days, or months;
I’m your man not for years, .
but forever in my heart and mind.
 
Melvin Delamente
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A Conversation
 
I thought it was only a nightmare,
I thought it was only a lie;
I thought it was only a little conversation,
A wrong thought can make you down;
The reality is in our eyes.
 
No words to speak,
No conversation will happen;
An introvert can’t talk all time,
All they do is to be alone at the time.
 
I made a thing to be happy,
I did all things to be comfortable;
I find it very difficult in this world,
I found the answer in my heart;
And don’t let anyone will make you hurt.
 
(May 15,2011 – Sunday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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'A Kite Can'T Fly'
 
You can’t fly,
If you’re not mine;
Take a ride,
You have a light;
Don’t leave me,
You can take me;
Keep trying,
Don’t keep on lying;
Let me die,
You can’t cry;
Swim on the lake,
You can see the gate;
Sacrifice-
You can see the sun rise.
 
Melvin Delamente
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'Acquintance Party'
 
I am not drunk,
When i meet her;
At her back,
My foot brought me.
 
The musics so loud
I can't hear her voice clearly
People are dancing
She's still sitting.
 
Behind the darkness of night
I saw a light to her face
I can say to myself
How wonderful!
To meet a girl
That is different to others.
 
Her dress was pink
Like a rose that blooms
Yet i drink a liquor
But it's still fresh in my mind
How do i thanks God
In my first meet to her...
 
(March 20,2011- Sunday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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'Death Penalty'
 
The future is out of our hands
Government makes their own laws
Killing of people is not in the commandments of God
Being killed is not the end
It is the success of going to God.
 
You are the teacher of the people
You teach us how to be safe
I'm proud of you my friends
Your the hero for me
You save a lot of children
And i am one of them.
 
Calamity is only a challenge
Be faithful anytime
Everything happen have a purpose
God hear our prayer
He knows the truth;
He knows everything...
 
(March 30,2011- Wednesday)
Dedicated to: 3 OFW's who was executed in China
 
Melvin Delamente
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Deepest Freedom
 
Wind whisper the silence
Suddenly I had a will to express
Eyes like star that shines
Heart opened and the interest flows
Take a deep breath like in seashore
Frightened but I tried to say.
 
Deepest freedom of expression
I’m not afraid if she will knew
Many months I kept my secret
The day came I’ll never neglect the chance.
 
Shuddering voice I can’t control
Cold heart fells like in snow
Sweat penetrate the veins of fear
Blood cleaned the trap of heart
So the deepest feeling free to journey.
 
Expressing all feelings without remaining a little
Hard to believe but it is true
She’s the only girl I trust most
And she’s the only girl who chooses by my heart.
 
 
(August 05,2011)
 
Melvin Delamente
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'Desperate Water'
 
Oh! Desperate water who disperse,
Thy weakness and softness there that spares.
Deliberate these peoples, who ruin you,
For soon they'll realize and missing you.
Flow! And let them see you kept on looking them;
Lubricant these tools of life and they'll shame.
 
Season change upraise to joints and fulfillment,
Link in their day to night oppressed tent.
Every now and then we'll set it free,
Set free the freedom of belongings.
Well bless nothing I can say;
Coincidence of future always comes before we pray.
 
Seize underneath do they see us laugh,
In their hearts we do not know how they feel too tough.
Rein them to rain and frequently ruin and lose,
Loop in enhancement you prove how it rose.
Violent in nature truly love their own;
And I'll say that she's perfect and I care as I own.
 
 
 
(Written: 01-17-2015)
 
Melvin Delamente
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Fall From Heaven
 
Is there’s a heaven by the way?
One hour I’m walking I saw clay
A combination of colors
A sign that there are traitors
Looking at my way
Pretending to concern me
And will always accusing me
Don’t let me down
I’m out of control
It’s time to tell you why
There’s no cure
-say you’ll stay
You’re an angel that fall from heaven
And wants to know the purpose of being here.
 
Melvin Delamente
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How Do I Know
 
You know you’ll be part of me,
I’m sure it will never end today; 	
It’s incredible you came to me,
You smile even I’m so pesky;
Tell me what words I need to say,
And I will tell you how much I need you.
 
You’re amazing because you’re like mine,
No need to adjust like a real time;
I feel like I have an opportunity,
And have a will to face the reality.
 
Trying to say an appease word,
Like I’m making a guitar chord;
How do I know you need me,
How do I know you’re important in me;
Maybe I’m not responsible
To face the situation that is unbelievable.
 
Melvin Delamente
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I Love You
 
Are you growing?
You're on my shoulders before,
now you are in my mind;
Are you diminishing?
You're in my mind before,
now you are in my heart.
 
Yet when I am not guilty
I made all things just for you
Talks to you when you're alone
Embrace you when you're crying
I love you, you just never know.
 
Melvin Delamente
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'I Want To Cry To Her Shoulder'
 
I cried without her;
Want to hide what i feel,
But i can't do
She saw my face;
She knows what i feel;
 
I forced myself to smile;
And begin to talk to her,
Share the problem;
Feel ashamed but it's great,
Listening to her suggestions;
And i feel the care
Coming from her deepest heart...
 
(March 22,2011- Tuesday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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Lonely World
 
I’m in trouble,
I’m facing a difficult situation;
I’m going to give up,
In the life that full of loneliness.
 
I’m innocent,
I’m hapless;
I’m freak,
In the world of injustice.
 
I’m living without destination,
I’m trying to escape the nemesis;
I’m keeping the good traits,
In the dark day of weeks.
 
You’re a hard-headed person,
You’re a critical or pesky;
Whatever it takes,
No matter what;
Will be forever more.
 
Melvin Delamente
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Mistakes Is Not A Mistake
 
Mistakes is not a mistake
When you did not noticed that it was wrong;
You’re dreaming without thinking
Awake! And find a way to solve the problem
Leave the past and hold your breath
Open your heart as you open a crate.
 
Mistakes is not a mistake
When you did it for a good reason;
Try to think the steps that you are walking
You are now in this stage without knowing
You can’t make it back anymore
Face the future and face the challenge.
 
Mistakes is not a mistake
When you will correct your mistakes;
You have the chance to forget the past
Don’t ever make it happen again
Anon you will annotate your experience
Anon you will success and thanks to your experience.
 
 
(August 04,2011)
 
Melvin Delamente
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My Smoke Went To Heaven
 
Go! report of what I've done,
Your life is in danger;
Like a land that full of miner.
Go! send it to the wind,
That i can't breath;
Like i am in a Crete.
 
I made a smoke not to betrayed me,
But to make my life better;
I sacrificed myself for you,
Not for my own, but for us;
Follow your way;
And you can see the light.
 
Your oneness to the wind,
Make you up to sky,
When your in the sky;
Don't forget your land,
The land that where you came from;
And the reason why you're in the sky.
 
I'm sure it's hot up there,
Come with me and be my friend;
I'm here in the land,
Waiting and ready to help you;
I know you don't have to talk for;
Come with me; and I'll comfort you.
 
(March 31,2011- Thursday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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Not Just A Special Friend
 
World sink I’ll build a clan
Time rent the golden lime
Trace the wind of where you are
Spy the air even you’re far
I’ll be with you not just a special friend.
 
Take my hand – I’m not a cripple
Makes difficult into a simple
The air forced to be shush
Every day I need you like a mush
I want you not just a special friend.
 
For you I showed homage
You’re important like a lineage
You’re my strengths to fight my foe
I cannot plant without a hoe
I need you not just a special friend.
 
Don’t want to see you lonely
And want to guide you nightly
I’m your guardian at the nascent
Let me my friend to solve the predicament
I love you not just a special friend
-but more than a special friend.
 
 
(July 19,2011)
 
Melvin Delamente
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Our Future Comes From Our Choices
 
Someday you’ll leave you’ll see what it means,
Don’t look squint for future as where we stand now;
I’ll win this competition with you not to lose,
Tenure yourself trained to handle this situation;
Don’t think negative all things today,
Our future comes from our choices;
Don’t ever say you’ll leave because of that,
My choice is you, no wrong I proved;
It’s your choice to choose whatever’s okay,
My promised to god will never mended;
Someday your decision I’ll wait in my way,
Don’t think I’ll leave the same as the others do;
Since birth of my life I didn’t leave even once,
Trust me as I trust you I think it’s hard for you;
Soon you’ll realize why I say “you’re last”,
In me it’s hard to find a girl like you;
It’s not a game for me you’re important,
That’s why I’ll take care of you as plant of my own.
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Peacefulness
 
River flows,
Like in rows;
Birds are singing,
Like a phone that ringing;
Frogs i heard,
Like a firing guns;
Wind blows,
And makes the life grows.
 
(April 01,2011 - Friday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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Poesy Of Secrets My Promise
 
Regain the beautiful memory behind self
Encouraged this tenderhearted of mine
Refurbish the dark days of dream
And trying to understand the poesy of secrets.
 
I search as I’m searching an osprey
I reached the day and quaff after
I dreamed and upsurge after the night
Walking on the road and someone whiz.
 
Thrill to someone and doesn’t know the reason
Someday throe will come I will never change
The promise that will never mended
Our name scattered I don’t want to lose it.
 
Yes! The future is out of our hands
My prayer is powerful than the stairs of future
I made a promise to fulfill it I know that time will come
We have variety of ways to meet each other
I’m sure there are varieties of ways to fulfill my promise.
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'Promise'
 
I promised not to love again;
I can't say,
I can't pretend;
It's better to  lie myself,
Like being in love
To feel for the first time.
 
We're crashing
Into the unknown;
We're lost in this
But it feels like home
The world that i see inside you
Waiting to come to life.
 
Waking me up to dreaming,
Reality in your eyes;
We're both looking for something
We're afraid to find
Looking at you,
Holding my breath;
I'm taking a chance letting you inside.
 
(March 23,2011- Wednesday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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'Self Defense'
 
The club makes me a serious guy,
Teach me how to face trouble;
Protects me when i have a fight
It makes me proud of myself;
I learned to defense
Not only to myself;
But also to the people near me.
 
My Grandmaster!
Forgive me of what I've done
I don't want to do it;
Your so cruel
Respect is all i wanted
I fought not for my own;
But for all.
 
Let me explain;
If you given me a chance
To heal your heart,
Using my palms and words;
Your the reason why I'm here,
So let me;
To protect you my Master! .
 
(March 22,2011- Tuesday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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'Silence'
 
They don't know what i feel
I regret the wind that will blow up the pain
How wonderful when I'm alone
Free of doing of what ideas will come into my mind
Give me freedom!
-that is all i want
My heart ties his own body
And I don't know how to start the day.
 
(April 20,2011 - Wednesday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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The Orifice Of Relationship
 
Like a nestling who did not able to leave the nest
A plume of mother which encourage you to fly
Sometimes an omen appear in the future of man
There’ a ragweed that will heal the doubt
You lend and I’m thankful for everyday.
 
Other pretending as concerned but nullify to you
Like a nova that suddenly increase its brightness
And this brightness cause you in nocuous.
 
I will open the orifice so you can have a way
A way in which you can feel the people who really love
Scavenge all the doubts and put trusts
And it will make the relationship grows.
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Veil Of My Heart
 
Grasp your hand and I can feel
Indication shows that you are real
In conversation I’ll be killed
Repentance may be eats your meal.
 
I want to slake you in my mind
Shuddering I feel ‘cause you are kind
I look so piteous when I ride
Fierce man helped the chink to find.
 
Our departed will never bloom
News scattered into room
Spread out makes me very long
Lair remains until now and soon.
 
Encourage me when my power’s low
Your trouble is my trouble-too
Veil of my heart will comfort you
It makes a way whatever will do.
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Wellness Of Future
 
Midst of sunrise i see shaded
The shadow of a man i thought
I previewed and look good
Said that it was not to my future
He looked at my graduation
Which set my new future.
 
I don't know when to come
Then maybe more to come when i am weak
All of us dream of a better future
But sometimes we do not manage time
Otherwise it would God or we neglect
We cannot blame the weather.
 
(March 04,2011- Monday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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When I Hold Your Hand
 
You’re like a flower that blooms in the morning,
As the butterflies came and wants to hug you;
I hold your hand and I hold it tight,
And the greatest feeling came as fast as light.
 
I’m like a tod that wants to be always with you,
My heart cries when you’re not with me;
I feel angst as this is the last day,
Maybe tomorrow I died and the blast of lay.
 
We are the one, who understands it’s other,
And never expect that you will forgive me;
When I hold your hands I don’t want to return,
Co’z I feel like in heaven like facing a moon.
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'Wind'
 
Fell the wind, my Brother;
The fresh air that blows,
Early morning cold of wind,
So cold and touch the skin;
Stand the day;
Face the challenge;
For you to know,
The purpose of the day.
 
Leaves are fall;
With love and care;
Grasses are dancing,
With the music of the wind;
'I need the wind! ',
I say when I'm alone;
My friend;
Say you'll never go...
 
(March 21,2011- Monday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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You Destroyed My Future
 
When people find appropriate
Never find true love
How did he know that you really love?
In motion, works or what?
How did we love?
Very easily say that i love you
When it could rescue/ save a joke.
 
It's hard to court;
A woman i really loved
Fear may not succeed
Trembling lips when i was talking
Can't speak when she was facing
Good thing i trained well
That for her became close.
 
I can't belief that i loved her
I suddenly fell on her
Why need to love?
If this is the destruction of our future
We grow from childhood to grow up without a sweetheart
Now been corrupted our future that we young men and young women
Had not fashionable to live together sweetheart.
 
(March 05,2011- Tuesday)
 
Melvin Delamente
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